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by Carrie Nieman

Sally Mann’s images of life
and death are rooted in her
Rockbridge County farm.

HE DOGS GREET VISITORS FIRST — SIX
greyhounds in different shades of brown
come prancing over. Their small, pointed
heads are surprisingly soft. The house is
unassuming and hugs the land as though a

Then there’s Sally Mann, approaching with a hesitant
smile and crisp blue eyes. Her small frame, rosy
cheeks and lips belie her 52 years. She’s dressed
simply, in worn black jeans and a white button-
down.

Her initial caution is understandable. Mann has
made quite a stir with her camera. Her photographs
have been branded as child pornography. Former
Virginia Gov. James Gilmore called them “lewd”
and “outrageous,” and criticized the Virginia Mu-
seum of Fine Arts for inviting her to lecture in 2000
— though, it was later revealed, he had not actually
seen the work in question. Incidentally, according
to modern and contemporary art curator John Ravenal, who says Mann is easily one of the best
and best-known photographers working today, her lecture was standing room only.

No matter how valid the accusations, Mann has been the center of controversy since her
intimate family photographs were published by Aperture in 1992. The black-and-white series
featured the rustic family cabin as a backdrop and consisted of many naked or partially naked
photos of her children looking knowingly at the camera. They suggested a side of childhood that
was perhaps not so innocent, and many critics saw subtexts that Mann says just aren’t there.

While Mann has been forced into defense mode for most of her career, she has also received
affirmation from highly regarded institutions like the National Endowment for the Arts, the Guggenheim
foundation and the Museum of Modern Art, which have either bought her work or given her
grants. But no matter how many museums own her photographs (20 to date, including the
Virginia Museum, which owns four), or how many awards and accolades she receives (Time
magazine named her America’s best photographer in 2001), Mann’s work will always be shrouded
in controversy. She says the overanalysis comes mostly from “leather-elbowed academics” who
can’t understand her motivation or thinking because they don’t understand where she’s from.

And place is Mann’s muse.
continued on next page

on the family
fOCUS

Mann says her children collaborated with her when she took the photos of them, like “Emmet,
Jessie, and Virginia,” taken in 1989. “I can say ‘Now look really intensely at the camera,’ and
they can put that on,” says Mann. “I mean they’re real actors.”

T
part of it. Rolling hills make you want to take a
deep breath of crisp country air. But it’s the smell
that has the most impact, a wood-burning-stove
smell, slightly musty, mostly cozy.
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“Deep South,” she took pictures of the scarred landscapes
of Mississippi and Louisiana. In these, the land seems to
tell the story of hardship that envelops the area.

Mann’s father, a doctor and an atheist, was fascinated
by the iconography of death and how artists from differ-
ent cultures portrayed death. So when Eva, one of Mann’s
beloved greyhounds, died, she had the dog skinned, re-
assembled her bones and took photos of them. This study
led her to travel to the University of Tennessee’s Anthro-
pological Research Facility — a “body farm” where ca-
davers are left to decompose naturally for research — and
take pictures of the anonymous decaying bodies.

The resulting series, “What Remains,” is a jarring but
respectful portrait of decay. Mann says she edited the
photos carefully so they wouldn’t be shocking.

“That was meant to be a didactic, narrative, informa-
tive, thought-provoking book, and if I had used some of

my really shocking pictures I think it would have changed
the nature of the pursuit.” Her purpose was larger than
just making people more comfortable with death, she
says. It was “to make people think about death, there-
fore, thereby, live life more fully.”

All that thinking of how we decompose into the land
led Mann to think of how the land is affected by death.
“As I walk the fields of this farm, beneath my feet shift the
bones of incalculable bodies,” she writes in the intro-
duction to her “What Remains” book. Mann, who lives
in an area heavy with Civil War lore, traveled to the Antietam
National Battlefield, the site of the bloodiest battle on
American soil. She took a series of eerie shots in which
the land is noticeably scarred from its many casualties.

The Village Voice called the series of dark pictures a
“magnificent mess.” They’re imperfect, streaked, dotted
with white marks resembling snow, water marks, all giv-

ann has spent most of her life in Rockbridge
County, in the Blue Ridge foothills. The farm
“has been my nourishment and comfort for
most of my life,” she says. She was bornM

and grew up in Lexington, Va., graduated from nearby
Hollins College, returned to work as staff photographer
at Washington and Lee University. Then she married Larry
Mann and they raised their three children there.

The way she lives is closely tied to the rolling land-
scape. The family’s home is heated mostly by wood-
burning stoves. She grows many of their vegetables and
herbs. They raise and ride Arabian horses all over the
425-acre homestead. The house is open; large windows
look out onto property that’s been in her family for years.

Place is so important to Mann that she’s not ready to
talk about it when we meet. She says she’s been thinking
about it a lot and promises to e-mail some “smart words”
after she’s had more time to think. Mann’s full of smart
words — a dictionary should be handed to you as you
enter the house. A large one sits on a pedestal in her
kitchen. Novels and New Yorker magazines rest on top
of an old trunk and in piles beside the mustard velvet
couch and comfy mismatched armchairs. She has no
television, but says that’s the only bit of modernity she
eschews.

“It’s the promulgation of consumerism that drives me
nuts about television,” she says. “I use a computer like a
fiend. It’s not like I’m a Luddite. The images [television]
promotes to young girls makes me crazy. Just to harken
back to the pictures of mine where my children look
preternaturally mature, it can be seen as a commentary
on what society does to young children. It makes them
old before their time.”

Mann’s children had a childhood similar to her own.
Mann, herself, had bohemian parents who let her run
and ride horses, naked over the land, and she let her
kids do the same. She says they spent “languid summers
by the slow, lazy river, reading, swimming, exploring”
on the same 425-acre farm.

“Almost all of my family work was on and, more im-
portantly, because of the farm,” Mann writes in the prom-
ised e-mail. “By that I mean the farm allowed the free
and private life that the children were able to enjoy. It’s a
life not many American children get to enjoy anymore
— no phone, no running water, no electricity and the
most beautiful setting you can imagine: red-streaked, vine-
hung cliffs opposite the cabin, the river deep and slow
in the swimming hole at their base, the old woods be-
hind us extending miles.”

She concludes, “Once you see the cabin, the images I
made there make perfect sense.”

Maybe that’s why Mann freely opens her home. Prior
to our arrival, a film crew was there working on a docu-
mentary about her. Director Steve Cantor was nominated
for an Academy Award for a short documentary he made
about Mann in 1993 and has already sold this one to
HBO and the BBC. It’s scheduled to air in the spring of
2005.

A fter years of shooting the vitality of her growing
children, Mann began to face a topic her father
was interested in — mortality. While landscapes
have always been very prominent in her pic-

tures, in the last 10 years she began to use them to tell
the story of death and decay.

The work is stirring, even disturbing. The pictures are
moody and dreamy, due largely to the old cameras, lenses
and processes she uses. She shot ghostly landscapes in
Virginia (many around the farm) and Georgia that she
called “Mother Land.” Then, in a darker series called
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“She courts accident, and that’s somewhat unusual for a photographer.

  and she’s interested in what’s not there.”
... People think of photography as a record of what’s happened,

Mann’s early work of her children, which included many nude shots, caused a stir. But she has also been
awarded some of the highest honors in the art world. More than 20 museums worldwide own her photographs,
including four at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.



ing the works an aged and defeated look. Some photographs from this
“Last Measure” series will be on display here in Richmond in May at the
Reynolds Gallery.

“In the Civil War pieces she has been able to capture this kind of depth
of feeling and emotion on these battlefields in a way that has not been
done before,” says Reynolds Gallery director Bev Reynolds. “And then
she’s crossing a line between photography and painting with the treatment
[of crushed shells and varnish] she applies to the surface of the photo-
graphs to seal them. So there is not glass, you approach them directly and
you’re absorbed into this dark, mysterious, very compelling world.”

“It’s got to have some kind of peculiarity in it or it’s not interesting to me.”

And the images are often ambiguous. In a 2001 PBS special about artists in
the 21st century, Mann said, “It’s got to have some kind of peculiarity in it or
it’s not interesting to me.” The Virginia Museum’s Ravenal says the imperfec-
tions are exactly what makes her work great.

“She courts accident, and that’s somewhat unusual for a photographer,”
Ravenal says. “Secondly, she’s a type of photographer who’s pushing the
envelope of the medium. We’re accustomed to thinking of photographs as
accurate reflections of reality, and she’s doing something different. You could
almost say that she’s an expressionistic photographer; mood and emotion

M
ann’s work may be dark but she is not. She tries to avoid a
formal Q & A, but when she lounges on the couch to talk,
she’s introspective. A sense of trust is quickly earned, and
she’s welcoming and open. She jokes about using bagged

spinach for a lunch salad. (The rest of the lunch she’s made from scratch
— bread and two kinds of soup.)

There’s a simple aesthetic to the home, and one with a sense of hu-
mor. Colorful finches chirp from their wooden cages. A greenhouse off
the kitchen is filled with blooming orchids. White walls with waist-high
shelves hold art, mostly Mann’s large black-and-white photographs. An
ornate religious painting looks out of place in the simple home. Next to
it a fancy gold frame doesn’t hold a work of art; instead it’s filled with
ticks Mann picked off the dogs, each insect held in place with pins.

Along with her serious work — a photo of the skin of her dead dog, or
Larry lying face down, floating in water — are a fake Jasper Johns paint-
ing she picked up at the local antiques mall, the phallic tree stump her
father used as a crèche at Christmas time and petrified cat, rat and other
various bones and remains.

Mann’s studio is about 25 yards down a hill from the house. She adds
wood to the stove and apologizes for the mess. The studio is filled with
chemicals, glass-plate negatives and large format bellows cameras. In her
photos, the process is as much a part of the work as the subject. She prefers
old, imperfect lenses and has been known to use her hand as a shutter.

For the “Deep South” and “Last Measure” series she used a century-old
process called wet plate. It involves pouring chemicals on a glass plate
(including ether, which she points out was the drug of choice for many
artists). She inserts the plate into the camera, takes the picture, then dips

Mann’s close-up
shots of her
children’s faces
appear at the end of
“What Remains,” a
book devoted to a
pictorial study of
death and decay.

Below: When Mann’s dog Eva
died, she had the dog skinned and
took pictures of the pelt. She then

became interested in studying
the process of decay, so she

exhumed the bones, reassembled
them and photographed them.

the plate into a series of baths to
expose the negative, all within six
minutes. Ironically this antiquated
process reveals the image quickly,
like digital cameras today, and that’s
one reason Mann likes it.

Because of these old techniques,
Mann’s work is often dark or out
of focus or scratched or stained.
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play such a strong role in her photography. Things that aren’t really visible
play such a strong role. People think of photography as a record of what’s
happened, and she’s interested in what’s not there. And that’s why she
works with overexposure and underexposure.”

to my husband? Because sometimes they’re mutually exclusive.”
family because they work to-
gether. She says her children
were always involved with the
creative process, suggesting el-
ements to add to photos and
even playing a role for the cam-
era.

“You know that expression so
many of them have, it’s like a
really, really intense, I mean it’s
almost hostile but it isn’t quite
hostile look they sometimes have.
They can do that. I mean I can
ask for that. I can say, ‘Now look
really intensely at the camera,’
and they can put that on. I mean
they’re real actors.”

her body would be all over the walls of the gallery, she
said, “No those are photographs, it’s not me.”

“They have plenty of personal modesty, but they know
they were just a model in a photograph,” Mann says. “It’s a
very astute and incisive distinction that they made. They’re
completely detached from it. It’s just art. It’s not real to them.”

The photographs of Larry, however, are a bit more real.
“It’s a mixture of quotidian everyday pictures and iconic,

strong pictures,” she says. “It’s just everything, from paring
his toenails to chopping wood, there’s some nudity, there’s
some sex pictures. It really is the entire picture of a mar-
riage, and it’s something I don’t think anyone’s done be-
fore. I mean, no woman has photographed a man exhaus-
tively.” Mann names several husbands who have photo-
graphed their wives but believes she is the first woman to
turn the camera on her husband. And that’s something that
excites her. She and Larry have decided to turn his illness
into art. Once again Mann’s life and the people in it have
become her subjects.

In Mann’s L-shaped work room, filled with prints and frames
and white Formica surfaces to look at work, she has several
of the black-and-whites of Larry in large black frames, rest-
ing on two shelves, one above the other, so she can look at

L
ately Mann has returned to her family as subjects. In her studio, she
rigged a system for getting tight shots of her children’s faces — a
director’s chair, a wood plank and egg foam for cushion. She has
about 150 of the pictures and says, “When you lay them all out

they’re really powerful, an entire field full of faces.”
Mann has always photographed subjects that are close to her. She says

she finds it hard to photograph a stranger and has shied away from it
because she’s not comfortable with the responsibility that comes with cap-
turing someone on film. As close as she’s ever really gotten in her profes-
sional work was when she photographed neighbor-
hood 12-year-old girls.

“I think that portraiture is almost always manipula-
tive and perhaps even transgressive in a certain sense,
and a good portrait can often be very hurtful for the
sitter,” she says. She adds that she owns one like that,
a Diane Arbus photograph of a little boy clenching a
toy hand grenade in what looks like rage. Mann says
she’s seen the contact sheet for the photograph and
the boy looks normal in every other frame.

“I mean it’s almost always a dance between seduc-
tion and exploitation. It’s a thirtieth of a second snapped,
taken from someone’s life. And the multifaceted hu-
man being couldn’t possibly be captured in a thirtieth
of a second.”

Maybe that’s why Mann is taking so many photo-
graphs of her husband. While the family portraits have
an Edenlike and sometimes eerie look to them, the
pictures of Larry are more straightforward. He has de-
veloped muscular dystrophy, and his arms and legs
have begun to atrophy. Mann has taken to exhaustively documenting her
husband and the effect the disease has had on him.

The long-term project has raised some tough questions for her. “Do I
take a great photograph or do a take a picture that’s kind to my husband?
Because sometimes they’re mutually exclusive.

“In some respects it’s easier to photograph your family because you
have a relationship with them, and you love them, and they love you, and
you work things out. But in another respect, if you’re making a great pic-
ture but it is uncomplimentary to your subject — to your own child or
your own husband — then what do you do? You could be in a position to
have to choose between your art or your family. They’re really tough
questions.”

Mann says she’s never released a picture that caused any pain to her SC
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“Do I take a great photograph or do a take a picture that’s kind

Once again, Mann has
returned to the people
in her life as subjects of
her work. Her newest
project documents her
husband’s illness, and
although it has raised
some tough questions,
she’s excited about the
idea. “It’s something I
don’t think anyone has
done before,” she says.
“No woman has
photographed a man
exhaustively.”

The same way the Mann children saw themselves playing
a role, they see the photographs as art and not reality. Mann
tells the story of her daughter, Jessie, who was 11 and going
to an opening wearing a dress with big armholes. She said
she didn’t want to wear it because people could look in
and see her body. When someone pointed out to her that

In Mann’s work
room she lays out

projects she’s
working on. The

frames hold
pictures of her
husband Larry,

which reveal the
effects Muscular

Dystrophy has had
on his body. On the

floor she looks at
close-ups of her
children’s faces,

some of which will
be at the Reynolds

Gallery in May.
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he best way Alan Kirshner can sum up Sally Mann is by
telling the story of a time they were in New York City
together. As Kirshner, chairman and chief executive of Markel

Corp., remembers it, Mann was on Fifth Avenue wearing riding
pants with holes in them. She marched into Harry Winston jewel-
ers, with a dozen fresh eggs and some home-baked bread, asking to
see Ronald Winston, heir to the high-end jewelry chain.

They looked at her like she was crazy, Kirshner recalls, but
Mann is who she is no matter where she is. As it turns out, Mann
had met Winston on a plane years ago and visits him whenever
she’s in New York.

Kirshner and Mann met through gallery owner Bev Reynolds,
who knew the two shared a love of art and horses. Mann and her
husband have been riding horses all their lives and now enjoy com-
peting in endurance rides. Kirshner has amassed an enviable collec-
tion of art for the walls of his Innsbrook insurance company.

Of the 425 pieces of art from mostly Virginia artists, there are
three of Mann’s photographs, the only photographs in the collec-
tion. Kirsher himself has five in his home. He and his wife, Deborah,
breed and raise Arabian horses on their farm in Hanover County.

Three years ago Mann and Kirshner struck a deal trading pic-
tures for a horse, and their friendship began. “Alan’s my only
friend at the nexus of art and horses,” says Mann. “I have a lot of
people I can talk about art with, and I know a lot of people I can
talk horses with, but Alan’s my only friend who I can talk to
about both.”

Mann has donated a self-portrait to be auctioned off at the
Autism Center of Virginia Art Gala. Kirshner and his ex-wife
started the Faison School for autism because no good facility
existed to care for their granddaughter. Kirshner put together
the first auction fund-raiser three years ago. It seemed like the
perfect marriage of two of his interests. This year horses come
into play, as the event takes place at his newly built house on his

Hanover County horse farm, and one of the auction items is a
partnership in an Arabian racehorse.

Some other artists who donated work include Wolf Kahn, Sally
Bowring, Maurice Beane, Stephen Fox and David Freed. “It’s all
recent, first-rate, top work these artists have donated,” Reynolds
says. “I think a number of them went out to the Faison School
and were really moved by it.” Reynolds also explains that the
artists cannot get tax deductions for the cost of their work, they
can only deduct the cost of materials.

“So it’s a real gift from the heart,” says Reynolds, “and art-
ists approached me about donating pieces. It’s really amazing
the relationship Alan has made with these artists. They really
want to donate, and he’s been really supportive of their work.”

Mann, who has attended all of the past Faison auctions, is the
featured guest this year. Reynolds says that speaks to Mann’s
devotion to her home state and interest in making her work
accessible to Virginians, and to Kirshner’s devotion to the Faison
School and to art. His granddaughter, Brittany, is now too old
to attend the Faison School, so his work for the school is purely
out of kindness.

The piece Mann donated is significant because none of her self-
portraits have ever been exhibited or published. She says she
hasn’t yet figured out what she is going to do with any of them,
but that she may continue to explore the idea of photographing
herself. She mentions the photographer John Copelans, who ex-
haustively photographed his aging body.

“Since it’s already been done so well, I wouldn’t do it,” she
says, “but I wouldn’t be afraid to do something like that. I put
myself to the same test I ask other people to take.” — C.N.

The Faison gala will take place Friday, April 23, on Kirshner’s
farm in Hanover County. Tickets cost $150. Call Jean Childress
at Markel Corp. for tickets, 965-1710.

The Kirshner Connection

them all together. These pictures show different parts of Larry’s naked
body. They’re dreamy, out of focus or washed-out. The background is
vague; Mann took them in her studio. In one blurry, light shot his leg is
propped up on a chair, the calf noticeably skinnier than it should be.

“He’s a really good sport about this; I mean, they’re very personal pic-
tures,” says Mann. “He really believes that my work is important. And I
believe that he is so generous-spirited that he would be willing to put out a
photograph of himself that is less than complimentary if it’s a great piece of
art, and that’s a really generous thing. That’s a real gift if you think about it.”

Mann has also turned the camera on herself lately. She has used the same
setup that she did for the children’s faces to take shots of her own. The
images are so close-up they zero in on the eyes, nose and mouth and the
shape of the face can’t be determined; sometimes it’s difficult to tell who it is.
With the children’s faces, it’s tough to tell them apart. The chin, ears and
hairline are left out. The effect is a pair of eyes staring back at the viewer.

Mann says she doesn’t yet know what she will do with her self-portraits.
“I’m trying to apply the same candor and honesty to the self-portraits. You
know, I just don’t look glamorous,” she laughs. “taking a little of my own
medicine.”

Years ago, when Mann was working at Washington and Lee, she came
across boxes of glass negatives taken of local scenery by a returning Civil
War vet. Many of the places she recognized. They hadn’t changed much
in a century. Mann’s work uses that same setting to force us to address the
tough issues of today. Her work provokes viewers to think about death
and lost innocence.

When asked about her relationship with history, she again shies away
from answering, but later writes in an e-mail, “Loss and memory are the
twin poles of the Southern artists’ sensibility. … I think my subject is the
first cousin of loss and memory: My subject, ultimately, is time and love,
how the physical familiar evanesces into shade, shadow. ...”

By revisiting her family and returning to her farm as a backdrop, Mann is
adding to their legacy with incredibly intimate pictures of people living,
growing and dying in a place that seemingly never changes. And even
though the lens is tight on the subjects this time, Mann’s work will always
reflect the history of the land and people around her. S

Photographs from Sally Mann’s “Last Measure,” “Immediate Family” and
“Deep South” series will be on display at Reynolds Gallery, 1514 W. Main St.,
May 7 through June 5. The show will then move to Hemp Hill Gallery in
Washington. And “Sally Mann: What Remains” will be on display at the Corcoran
Gallery in Washington from June 9 through Sept. 7.

T

Mann’s latest work includes some self-
portraits, like this one she donated to the
Faison School for autism’s art auction. They
are works in progress — she says she’s not
sure what she’ll do with them.

Mann took this photograph at the Civil War battlefield Antietam, the site of the bloodiest battle on
American soil. With a century-old process, using chemicals and glass plates instead of film, she
attempted to capture the effect death had on the land. The resulting ghostly images will be on
display at the Reynolds Gallery in May.
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